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Oklahoma PFL Standard 13: Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy is a court process of consolidating or eliminating debt to 
make life more manageable. The process of filing bankruptcy is 
costly and can wreak havoc on a person’s credit score and ability to 
borrow money in the future. Teaching students how to budget, save 
for unexpected expenses, and live within their means can prepare 
them to avoid bankruptcy in the future.

Objectives
 • Define bankruptcy
 • Identify alternatives to bankruptcy
 • Understand the consequences of 

filing bankruptcy

Activity
 1. Write “Bankruptcy” on the board. Ask students what they know 

about bankruptcy, and then define it for them.

 2. Explain to students that filing bankruptcy does not make money 
problems go away. Bankruptcy has long-lasting consequences that 
can negatively affect individuals and their families. Bankruptcy is a 
last-resort option for some adults, so it is important to learn how to 
avoid getting into extreme debt and filing bankruptcy.  

 3. Divide the students into four groups. Taking turns, each group will 
teach the class their assigned parts. This can be done with poster 
boards, PowerPoint, or other presenting techniques. 

 a. Group 1 will research Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 bankruptcy. 
They should include the consequences and benefits of each, 
as well as the process and associated costs.  

 b. Group 2 will research alternatives to bankruptcy, such as debt 
management services and refinancing.

 c. Group 3 will explain to the class how creating and following a 
budget can help someone avoid getting into debt. This discussion 
should include the importance of saving for unexpected expenses 
or emergencies.  

 d. Group 4 will research the effect of bankruptcy on one’s credit score 
and explain the steps to improve a credit score after bankruptcy.

Bankrupt: A state 
of financial ruin
Bankruptcy: A 
court order that 
reorganizes or 
eliminates debt


